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“ According to a 2020 global survey by 
Thomson Reuters, 49% of legal departments 
have a daily or weekly need to deal with 
matters than involve multiple jurisdictions”

Thomson Reuters® Practical Law is an online know-how service 
that provides trusted how-to-guides and model documents for over 
100+ countries across 14 practice areas. 

Thousands of practice notes, model agreements, flowcharts, and timelines that provide a better 
understanding of local legal systems, cultural and market practice.

Resources are written and maintained by 600+ dedicated, expert full time Editors who also work with 
leading law firms and lawyers from across the globe to deliver contributed content that reflects the 
latest in market practice and legal thinking.
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  Spend minutes not hours understanding  
unfamiliar jurisdictions or foreign matters.

  Get up-to-speed quickly on international matters so you can 
make informed decisions and give guidance around the best 
course of action.

  Respond to questions on unfamiliar  
topics or jurisdictions with confidence

  Straightforward practice guidance written by our team of 
experts helps you share insights on nuanced legal issue in an 
easily digested format you can share with non-legal colleagues.

  Accurate advice to inform decisions and  
better guide outside counsel and colleagues

  Practical Law is like having a team of seasoned experts on 
call to help you be the instant expert your business partners 
and stakeholders expect you to be. Build in-house expertise 
in multinational matters to inform conversation with 
international counterparts or outside counsel.  

 Improve department efficiency 

  Improve department understanding and ability to respond 
to foreign matters quickly. Plan and prioritise issues more 
effectively before going to outside counsel.

A single, easy to access global user experience  
that will save time and reduce outside counsel spend

The new Practical Law  
Global features:

1   Seamless navigation between your 
local content and global content

2   New global practice area taxonomy

3   Access to Global In-House 
Resources from the home page

4   Option to customise the countries 
you use most often in the Featured 
Countries section

5   Country Q&A comparison tool to 
compare answers to key questions 
across multiple jurisdictions  
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 Practice Notes

  Clear, up-to-date explanations of the law and how it applies in 
practice. Get up to speed quickly with straightforward how-to 
guidance and clear explanations of current law and practice, 
ranging from primers to expert analysis.

 Standard documents and clauses

  Quickly draft or benchmark agreements, deals, filings, and 
more using Practical Law model agreements that feature 
expert guidance.  Reliable and trusted market-leading 
standard documents, integrated drafting notes, clauses, 
letters, and court forms for a head start when drafting.

 Automation Tools

  Fast Draft automated drafting, Annotation feature for making 
personal and shared notes on resources, and FirmStyle for 
converting documents to your house style.

 Country Q&A Comparison 

  Instantly understand and compare law and legal practice 
across multiple jurisdictions. Compare answers to common 
questions on topics across multiple countries.

 Checklists 

  Ensure you’ve covered all the bases or provide an outline of 
considerations for unfamiliar legal matters with Practical Law 
timelines, flowcharts, and checklists.

 Matter Maps

  Matter Maps offer step-by-step processes and tasks for 
different types of matters that link to relevant Practical Law 
documents. Each map gives users easy access to the resources 
they need to complete each piece of a project efficiently, then 
move on to the next piece without missing a step.

 Current Awareness

  Daily, weekly and monthly emails covering legal updates 
written by our experienced team, telling you what you need to 
know and why.

 Trackers

  Convenient tracking of key legislation, cases, dates and  
other developments.

Practical Law key resources
Practical Law resources are written and continually maintained by 600+ full time dedicated  
legal editors, and are constantly updated to reflect the latest law and market practice.
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 PLC Magazine

  A leading monthly magazine for business lawyers,  
with articles and columns written by expert contributors.

 Key Dates Calendar

  The new key dates calendar has been designed to help you 
identify upcoming legal landmarks within your practice area. 
Whether it is the date of a key judgment or a government 
consultation period, this new tool will help you stay up to date.

 What’s Market

  Database of public deal summaries, market practice analysis, 
and AGM materials.

 Sectors

  Sector pages give you the tools and knowledge to provide 
commercially relevant legal advice across multiple sectors 
including Energy, Financial Institutions, Heavy Industry,  
Life Sciences and Technology, Media & Telecoms.

Our Ask service 
Our 600+ expert editorial team is available 
to answer your legal queries through our 
Ask service.  

Ask a question, get help finding a resource, and see what 
your peers are saying. We use your feedback to further evolve 
and refine our resources.
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Global Practice Areas
• Antitrust & Competition

• Arbitration

• Benefits, Share Plans &  
Executive Compensation 

• Capital Markets

• Commercial 

• Corporate

• Data Privacy & Security

• Employment

• Finance & Financial 
Regulation

• Intellectual Property & 
Technology

• Life Sciences

• Litigation & Dispute 
Resolution

• Real Estate

• Restructuring & Insolvency

BREXIT AND EU LAW

The Brexit page on Practical Law hosts a wide range of Brexit resources from across all 
Practical Law practice areas that help you stay on top of the future UK-EU relationship.

It is constantly updated with the latest legal updates, highlights popular resources and 
webinars, and groups Brexit resources under three tabs:

1. Topics which collate all the Brexit resources on Practical Law into more  
accessible groupings, reflecting practice areas alongside Brexit specific content.

2. Trackers which provide a unique insight into the latest developments; this includes 
alerts on statutory instruments and other legislative changes as they are drafted, 
published and come into force.

3. External resources which include useful links to Brexit-related Acts, agreements,  
EU institutions and UK government departments.
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Country Coverage
• Australia

• Canada

• China

• United Kingdom

• United States

Select Practical Law resources for the 
following countries:

• Albania

• Angola

• Argentina

• Armenia

• Austria

• Azerbaijan

• Bahrain

• Belarus

• Belgium

• Bermuda

• Bolivia

• Brazil

• British Virgin Islands

• Bulgaria

• Cambodia

• Cayman Islands

• Channel Islands-Guernsey

• Channel Islands-Jersey

• Chile

• Columbia

• Costa Rica

• Croatia

• Cyprus

• Czech Republic

• Denmark

• Dominican Republic

• Ecuador

• Egypt

• Estonia

• European Union

• Finland

• France

• Germany

• Ghana

• Gibraltar

• Greece

• Guatemala

• Hong Kong

• Hungary

• Iceland

• India

• Indonesia

• Ireland

• Isle of Man

• Israel

• Italy

• Jamaica

• Japan

• Kazakhstan

• Kenya

• Kuwait

• Latvia

• Lebanon

• Liechtenstein

• Lithuania

• Luxembourg

• Malaysia

• Malta

• Mauritius

• Mexico

• Morocco

• Myanmar

• New Zealand

• Nicaragua

• Nigeria

• North Macedonia

• Norway

• Oman

• Pakistan

• Panama

• Paraguay

• Peru

• Philippines

• Poland

• Portugal

• Qatar

• Romania

• Russian Federation

• Saudi Arabia

• Serbia

• Singapore

• Slovakia

• Slovenia

• South Africa

• South Korea

• Spain

• Sri Lanka

• Sweden

• Switzerland

• Taiwan

• Thailand

• The Netherlands

• Turkey

• Ukraine

• United Arab Emirates

• Uruguay

• Venezuela

• Vietnam



To Learn More

Thomson Reuters provides technology-powered solutions that 
transform how professionals work. To register for a free trial or 
to learn more about legal solutions from Thomson Reuters, 
visit mena.thomsonreuters.com/en/products-services/legal/
practical-law.html
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